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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paPer we study the closed range property of tangential 
Cauchy-Riemann equations of an abstract CR structure over a small ball. 
Let D be the set {x E R*“- ’ 1 1x1 <r} and E be a CR structure on Q. 
Associated to the CR structure E is a first-order differential operator, ab, 
the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator on Q. We study the range of the 
operator 6, on functions defined on suitable weighted L* spaces. We shall 
show that under suitable conditions on the Levi form of E, there exist 
weight functions 1, and 1, which are smooth on 52 such that the closed 
densely defined operator a,: L*(Q, 2,) + L& ,,(Q, A,) has closed range 
provided that r is small enough. In particular, we show that when the Levi 
form is nondegenerate and nondefinite, or when the Levi form has one flat 
direction (see Theorem 1 and Theorem 2), then the range of 8, is closed in 
some weighted L* space. 
The closed range property of ab on a compact pseudo-convex CR 
manifold has attracted a lot of attention recently (see [13, 3, 151). On a 
compact manifold, the closed range property is closely related to the 
regularity and existence of solutions for 8, and the embeddability of 
abstract CR structures. Our theorems show that locally the situation is 
quite different. The 8, operator in Theorem 1 is subelliptic but it is not 
necessarily embeddable by a result of Jacobowitz and Treves [12] (when 
the Levi form has exactly one positive and n - 2 negative igenvalues). In
Theorem 2, however, the 8, operator is not necessarily hypoelliptic. It
should be pointed out that on strongly pseudo-convex CR structures of 
real dimension 2n - 1, the range of ab on the (p, n - 2) forms (top degree 
case) is not locally closed in the L* spaces as in the examples of Lewy. 
When n > 4, Kuranishi [ 141 and Akahori [ 11 have studied the L* theory 
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for 8, over a small ball using weight functions which are singular in 9. In 
contrast, our weight functions are smooth on Q. 
Besides the L2 method used by Kuranishi and Akahori, the local 
solvability of 8, has been studied by many authors using integral kernel 
methods (see Henkin [S], Harvey and Polking [7], Boggess and Shaw 
[4], and Webster [17]). With these methods, Henkin has proved the local 
solvability ofab for strongly pseudo-convex manifolds when n > 3. Henkin’s 
results were generalized by Treves [16] and Boggess and Shaw [4] to 
nonstrongly pseudo-convex manifolds satisfying condition Y(q). However, 
satisfactory L2 results are still missing. We hope that our attempt will be 
the first step in obtaining an existence theorem for 5, with L2 estimates. 
The proof of these results depends on using the Carleman type estimates. 
The weight functions we choose are E-concave (see Definition (1.6)). The 
L2 method has been used by Andreotti and Vesentini [2] and Hormander 
[9] to study the solvability ofa. We also mention the paper by Hormander 
[lo] which deals with CR structures which are totally flat. The notion of 
E-convex appears first in that paper for flat CR structures. 
The plan of the paper is as follows: in Section I we introduce the 
notation and state our main results. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are proved 
in Section II. At the end we discuss the possible generalization f the 
theorems and some open questions. 
I. NOTATION AND THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let 0 be a real manifold of dimension 2n - 1. We denote by @7X2 the 
bundle of complexified tangent vectors of 52. Consider a C” complex 
vector subbundle E of @ TQ such that dim, E = n - 1 and En E = {O}. The 
vector space of C” sections of E is denoted by C”E. We say that E is 
integrable when, for any X, YE C “E, [X, Y] E C “E. If this is the case, we 
have the complex of differential operators associated with E, the tangential 
Cauchy-Riemann operators, denoted by ah such that a,: CmA4E + 
CmAq+lE, q=O, 1,2, . . . . where A4 is the vector bundle of q-multilinear 
alternating functions on the fibers of CTQ and CmAqE are the (0, q) forms 
on 52. 8, is obtained by restricting to E the De Rham complex of 0. In this 
paper we are interested in the case when q = 0. We fix once and for all a 
C” volume element on a, denoted by dV. The L2 norm and inner product 
will be denoted by 11 11 and (, ), respectively. Pick a C” hermitian metric 
on the vector bundle E. Let L,, . . . . L,- 1 be a C” orthonormal base of E 
on an open subset Q, of a. Then any (0, 1) form f can be expressed as 
n-1 
f= c ho', 
i=l 
where W”S are the duals of L,, . . . . L,-, . 
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If 1 is a continuous function in 52, we denote by L*(s2,1) the space of 
functions in Sz which are square integrable with respect o the measure 
e-“d’. By L& ,,(O, 1) we denote the space of (0,l) forms with coeflicients 
in L*(Q, 1). We set IfI2 = Cy:: If.l*, 
It is easy to see that the space C;(Q) is dense in L*(51, ?) for any 
continuous function 1. We also write L*(sZ, 2) = L&, O,(sZ, A). 
If I, and A2 are two smooth functions on D, then the differential 
operator ab defines a linear, densely defined closed operator, still denoted 
by ab, such that 
An- element u E L& 0)( Q, J.i) is in the domain of ab, Dom(a,), if and only 
if abu, defined in the sense of distribution theory, belongs to L&, i,(Q, 2,). 
That the operator 8, is closed follows from the fact that differentiation s 
continuous in distribution theory and Dom(8,) is dense since it contains 
smooth functions with compact supports in Sz. The range of 8, is denoted 
by R(8,). One main result in this paper is to show that R(8,) is closed 
under certain conditions and suitable weight functions. There exists a 
uniquely defined L* adjoint of ab, denoted by a:, which is also a linear, 
closed densely defined operator from L&,(Q, d2) to Lf, o,(Q, ,I,). 
Let F be a vector subbundle of @TQ such that F= -R and 
Then we can define the Levi form and E-Hessian of a smooth functionJ 
DEFINITION (1.1). For any X, YEC”(E), we define L(X, Y)=[X, y] 
mod E @ E. L is called the Levi form of E. 
DEFINITION (1.2). Let f be a C” function on 52. We define the 
E-Hessian off by 
where X, Y are smooth sections in E and p, p are projections from @TQ to 
E and & respectively. 
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The definition of E-Hessian follows from Kuranishi [14] and we refer 
the readers to that paper for more properties of E-Hessian. Let T be a unit 
vector field that generates F and T= - T, then there exist smooth functions 
ai, bt, cij in Q, i, j, k = 1, . . . . n - 1, such that 
(1.3) 
n-l n-1 
CLivLj]= 1 asL,+ 1 biL,+cvT. 
k=l k=l 
The Levi form is nondegenerate if and only if (cii);;ll is a non- 
degenerate matrix at every point x E 0. By saying the Levi forms are non- 
degenerate and nondefinite, we mean that the Levi form has k positive and 
n -k - 1 negative igenvalues for 0 <kc n - 1, i.e., when the Levi form is 
nondegenerate and nonstrongly pseudo-convex. The signature of the Levi 
form is independent of the T that we choose. 
The E-Hessian defined in Definition (1.2) depends on E only and it is 
not hermitian. If we expand the E-Hessian in the orthonormal basis 
L , , . . . . L, _ 1 of C “E and its duals ul, . . . . an- ‘, then H,(Li, L,) is the 
coefficient of J,a,f: Since 
n-1 n-l 
&,&,f= 1 L$,f - 1 b;.&f Oi A 0’ 
i, J’ = 1 k=l 1 n-l 




H,(L,, Lj)f =LiEjf - 1 b;L,f: 
k=l 
It is easy to check that 
(1.4) 
We define 
(1.5) H,(Li,Ljlf=fgv i,j=l ) . ..) n - 1. 
DEFINITION (1.6). A real-valued function aE Coo(O) is called E-convex 
on Sz if 
i. j = , 
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for any a = (a,, . . . . a,- ,)E C’-l and XE 52, where c(x) is a positive C” 
function on Q. I is called E-concave if -1 is E-convex. 
This definition of E-convex agrees with the definition in Hiirmander 
[lo] for totally flat CR structures. 
We note that though the E-Hessian of A is not hermitian unless it is Levi 
flat, it differs from a hermitian form by a purely imaginary term c,TA by 
(1.4), thus Definition (1.6) is well-defined. 
Since all our results are local, without loss of generality, we may assume 
Q c R2”- ‘. Our main results are the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Let 52 he a ball of radius r in R2” ~ I, n > 3, and E a CR 
structure on Q such that the Levi form of E is nondegenerate and nondefinite 
(i.e., E is not strongly pseudo-convex), then the tangential Cauchy-Riemann 
operator 
has closed range for some weight functions ,11, A2 E Coo(sZ) which are 
E-concave on Q if r is sufficiently small. 
THEOREM 2. Let (52, E) be a CR structure in an open subset near 
0 E R2”- I, n > 2. Let Q’ = 52 x Q= with the induced CR structure E’ generated 
by E and a/&? where z is the complex coordinate for C. Let 
52:= ((x,z)~Ox@l /xl’+ lzl*<r}, th en there exist smooth functions 
AI, A2~ C”(O:) such that 
has closed range tfr is sufficiently small. The weight functions 1, and 1, are 
E-concave on Q:. 
We note that, in Theorem 1, 8, is subelliptic since the Levi form has at 
least one positive and one negative igenvalue at every point in 52 (thus it 
satisfies condition Y(0) in Folland and Kohn [S]). In Theorem 2 there is 
no assumption on the Levi fOrIn of Q at all, thus 8, iS not necessarily 
hypoelliptic. Any CR structure in C” induced by the hypersurface Im z, = 
4 zn-1, 1, . . . . R,z,) will satisfy the assumption of Theorem 2 if h is 
independent of one of the variables zi , . . . . z, _ 1. 
II. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 2 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1 by Carleman type estimates. 
Let qy E C?(Q) and 0 < qy < 1 be a sequence of functions uch that qy = 1 
505.‘86:1-13 
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on any compact subset of Q if v is large enough. Let 4 be a C” function 
in 52 such that 4 satisfies 
c IL,(r#<e@, v= 1,2, . . . . 
j=l 
We shall fix the sequence (qy} from now on. To prove Theorem 1, it is 
well known by the Banach space theory that it suffices to prove an 
estimate. 
LEMMA 1. The range of at, is closed if and only if the following estimate 
holds: 
(2.2) 
where @at) denotes the closure of the range of 8: and c is a constant 
independent of u. 
The proof of the lemma can be found in Hormander [9, Theorem 1.1.11 
and will be omitted here. 
LEMMA 2. Let 4 E Coo(Q) such that q5 satisfies (2.1). Let iI = i - 4 and 
A2 = 1 for any 1 E C”(Q), then C;(Q) is dense in Dom(a,) under the graph 
norm llull~~ + Il~b4l~,~ 
Proof Let u~Dom(a,). Let qVu= u,. Since abu,= (8,~“) u+~,a~u, it 
is easy to see u, E Dom(a,) and u, has compact support. Since 
lb” - rl”b4 = Ibid I4 
we have 
la,u, - q,8bu12 e-‘= la,q, I* Iu12 eC’ 
G lul* e-“+). 
Letting v -P co, we have proved that qyu + u in the graph norm. Our 
lemma follows by regularizing qYu. The details of the proof are omitted and 
we refer the readers to Lemma 4.1.3 of Hijrmander [ll]. 
LEMMA 3. If the Levi form of a CR structure (Q, E) is no&generate 
near a point x0 and it has k positive igenvalues and n - k - 1 negative eigen- 
values, 0 <k < n - 1, then there exist a small neighborhood U of x,, and a 
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new hermitian metric on E such that the Levi form cii(x) with respect o an 




for every x E U. 
Thus the Levi form is diagonal and had eigenvalues l/k or - l/(n - 1 -k). 
Proof: Since the Levi form is nondegenerate, it is easy to see that there 
exists a basis L,, . . . . E,- 1 of E such that 
[& ,$] = c+(x) T, mod(E@ E), 
where cii s defined in (2.3). We impose a new hermitian metric on E such 
that L,, . . . . L”,- 1 are orthonormal. Details of constructing such a Levi-like 
metric can be found in Lemmas 13.1 and 13.2 of Folland and Stein [6]. 
From now on we shall impose this metric on the CR structure and choose 
an orthonormal basis L1, . . . . L,_ r such that the Levi form with respect o 
Lis has the form (2.3). 
LEMMA 4. Let Sz = (x E R*“- ’ 1 1x1 < r } and r is small enough, then there 
exists a real-valued function cp such that q is E-convex. Furthermore, the set 
{x E a ) q(x) < c} is relatively compact in Q for every c E R. 
Proof: Let f=cF:,1 lxk12 then fi,. defined in (1.5) is equal to 
2CF>11 L,(x,)Li(xk) at x=0. Thus for any a=(a ,,..., a ~,)E@“~‘, we 
have 
n-1 n-l *n--l 
Re 1 fgaia,l,=o=2 1 C Li(Xk)aiL~(xk)ajl.~=o 
ij=l i,j=l lk=l 
Zn-I n-l 
=2 C C Li(xk)ai 
k=l i=l x=0 
2 0. 
Furthermore, if Cy~i Li(xk) ai = 0 for all k = 1, . . . . 2n - 1, we have ai = 0 
for every i = 1, . . . . n - 1 since L,, . . . . L,- 1 are linearly independent. Thus 
there exists a constant co > 0 such that 
(2.4) 
n-l 
Re c j&~,Bcola12 
i,,= 1 
for every ~~52 if r is small enough. This proves that there exists an 
E-convex function on Q. 
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Let g(t) = l/(r - t), then g is a convex, increasing function of t E [0, r] 
and g(r) -+ co as t + r. We define q(x) = gof(x) = l/(r- Ix\‘). 




Re c cptiaitij= Re c LiEjcp - 1 bt.E,cp aiiii 
i, j = I i,j=l k=l ) 
n-1 
= Re C [g’(f)fi, + ~“(f).fJjl aiaj 
i,j=l 
H-1 
2Re C g’(f)fuaJj 
i, j = 1 
2 ~0 g’(fM2. 
Thus q(x) satisfies all the requirements of the lemma. 
We define diu = e’ L,(e-“u) = Liu - Li(A) u for any function IE Cm(Q). 
Then for u, v E CT(Q) we have 
(2.5) CLiu, v>J.= -CM? 6iv)A+ <“>fiv>A 
for s0rneJ.E Cm(Q) independent of A. 6, can be viewed as the adjoint of Lj 
with respect to the weight function 1 modulo a zero-order error term 
independent of A. We have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5. If fhe Levi form of E on 62 = (xe R2”-l ( 1x1 <r> is 
nondegenerate and nondefinite, then for any A.E C*(Q), there exists a 
constant c1 such that the following estimate holds: 
(2.6) 
where d(x) = Re Cy:: Aii and u E C,“(Q) and c, is independent of u, A. 
Proof. We shall use the notation 0( II A 11) to denote terms which can be 
estimated by CIIA[I for some positive constant C independent of u, A. 
For any u E C r(Q), we have 
n-1 
(2.7) lkbll: = c llWl2, 
i=l 
=~~~: (IILiull:+ CLiu, Li”>l) 
=;:;I ,,L,u,,;+;Re”f’ (-6iLju,u)i 
i=l 
+ u(IILiulli. Il”lll) 
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=;g ,,L,u,,;+;Rey (-L,6$,U), 
r=l 
- 1 Re nfl ( [S,, Li] 
( 
n-l 
U, u)j.+” C llL;ulli II’ll 





+O (nf1 llLiulll Ilull;.) + O (nf1 l16iullZ ”lli). 
i=l i=l 
To estimate the term - i Re C;:: ([S,, Lj] U, u)~, we note that by 
assumption, the Levi form is not definite, thus we can apply Lemma 3 for 
0 <k < n - 1 to obtain 
(2.8) 
n-l 
,;, c,;(x) = 0 for every x E G? 
From (2.5), (1.5) we have 
- (CjjTU, U)j.+ (LiLi(n) u, 14>,i 
+ L,&(A) - 1 b;&(l) u, u 
i L 
n-1 
- (CiiTU, U),+ O C IILkulli. l’lli 
k=l > 
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Thus from (2.6) we have 




Combining (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) and using the inequality ab<&a’+ 
(l/e) b* for any E > 0, we can control the terms 0 (XII:: (IILkuIIj, + 
IlSk4lJ Il~ll,t) by $EZI: (lI&4:+ ii~kd:)+cl llullf for some large 
constant C, and (2.6) is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1. From Lemmas 1 and 2, it suffices toshow 
(2.10) II4, d db4.2 
for u E C;(Q). From inequality (2.6), if we take A= -h(q), where rp is the 
function satisfying Lemma 4 and h is a rapidly increasing function on 
(0, co); such that 
(2.11) 
then (2.10) is proved with c = 1. To see that (2.10) is possible, we note that 
(2.11) is equivalent o 
(2.12) -d(x)22(e”+c,) for ~~52. 
By (2.4) and Lemma 4, we have 
n-1 n-1 
Re 1 cPiiag'(f)Re 1 fit 
i=l i= 1 
2cod(f) 
Since -Re Cy:: &>/h’(q) Re C?:: cp,, (2.12) is proved if we can show 
that, h’(p) > 2(e” + c,) r/co for x E 0. This is true if h is chosen such that 
(2.13) h’(t) 2 sup 
2(eb + c,) r for any t E (0, co), 
& co 
where K, = {x E 52 1 q(x) < t> is a compact subset of 52 by Lemma 4 for all 
t E (0, co) and t L l/r. Thus such an h’ exists on Q since the righthand side 
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of (2.13) is finite. Thus there exists a weight function i= -ho cp for some 
rapidly increasing function h such that (2.11) is satisfied and Theorem 1 is 
proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We proceed as in Theorem 1. Instead of Proposi- 
tion 5, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let (a:, E’) be the same as in Theorem 2. Then for any 
A E Cm(Q), there exists a constant C1 such that the following estimate holds: 
I (-e- C,)lul* e-” dV< llahull:, R 
where e(x, z) = a*A(x, z)/az 83 and u E C,“(O) and C, is independent of u, 1. 
ProofI Let L1, . . . . L, _ i be an orthonormal basis for E and let L, = a/Z. 
Then 
n-1 




for some constant C, independent of U, 1. Here we again have used the 
inequality ab < &la1 * + (l/&)lb( * and the proposition is proved. Repeating 
the argument in the proof of Theorem 1, Theorem 2 can be proved 
similarly. 
We remark that inequality (2.10) does not hold for strongly pseudo- 
convex CR structures for any smooth weight functions A1 and A,. To see 
this we let Qa c C” be the hypersurface defined by Im z, = Jzi I* + . . . + 
Izn-112+x,2, Im z, < E for some E > 0, then 52, is strongly pseudo-convex. 
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Let u(z,, .. . . znP1, x,)=x,+i(lz112+ ... + [z,-,~~+x~). Then it is easy 
to check d,u = 0. Since Im u > 0, we can define for any real a, uLI = I?“~“, 
by taking the principal branch of log. Let uk = (U + i/k)” for some negative 
number a, k E N, then uk E Coo(a,). We define uk = rjuk, where u] E ?:(a,) 
and q z 1 on a, for some 0 < 6 <E. Then uk E CF(Q,) and 8,Uk = (a,~) uk. 
Let a be a negative number to be chosen later. We have 
(2.14) 
On the other hand, we have 
where lz’12= lz112+ ... +Iz,-~I~ and dz’=d~~dy~...dx,_,dy,_,. If we 
let a be chosen so that the integral on the right-hand side of (2.15) goes to 
infinity, we have I/ok I[ + co. Thus the inequality [lull 6 cI~~~u~I cannot hold 
for all u E C:(an,) for any constant c. This also shows that (2.10) cannot 
hold for any constant c and any smooth functions I, and A2. Simple 
modification shows such an inequality cannot hold on any strongly 
pseudo-convex CR manifolds. However, it is still not known if one can find 
smooth weight functions AI, 1, such that the range of ab is closed in this 
case, since it is not known whether Lemma 1 is true or not. 
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